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Preface

Dear Distinguished Authors and Guests,

This proceeding book consists of 50 papers from ‘The 1st International Conference on Composite Material, Polymer Science and Engineering (CMPSE), which was held on June 24th and 25th, 2017 in Toyama, Japan. This conference focused on recent scientific research and engineering technology in the field of composite materials, polymer science and engineering. The main topics of the 1st CMPSE were ‘Metal composite’, ‘Ceramic composite’, ‘Polymer composite’, and other materials related issues, which cover the whole area ranging from material process (chemical synthesis) to practical engineering.

All papers were accepted through a peer-review process by the editorial committee and international reviewers, and were categorized into 9 chapters.

On behalf of the organizing committee, the editor would like to acknowledge the technical comments from the reviewers and thank all of the authors for their contributions to this proceeding book. And thanks are expressed to Koshiro Mizobe from the University of Toyama who, as the conference secretary, did a thorough job of planning and organizing the conference. Also thanks to Kazuaki Nakane from Osaka University, Hitonobu Koike from Kyushu Sangyo University and Takahiro Matsueda from Tokyo Metropolitan University for their editorial work. With our
warmest regards,

Editor of CMPSE2017